Vice President for Human Resources, FA067A: September Sanderlin
  - Executive Assistant to the Vice President, 00304A: Kathy Meredith
    - Dir. of Emp. Relations & Strategic Initiatives, FA307A: JaRenae Whitehead
      - Employee Relations Manager, 00679A: Jerry Dye
      - Employee Relations Consultant, 00856A: Vacant
      - Senior Training Consultant, 00403A: Chris Kinney
      - Training Consultant, 00776A: Vacant
      - Trainer, 00411A: Marilyn Baylon
      - Receptionist, 00762A: Petryne Stanford
    - HR Systems Manager, 00567A: Esther Dodge
      - HR Systems Analyst, 00490A: Joyce Skeldon
      - HR Systems Analyst, 00502A: Catherine Holland
  - Dir. of Total Compensation and Staffing, 00535A: Nadine Faulcon-Johnson
    - Compensation Manager, 00320A: David Hawkins
      - Compensation Analyst, 01176A: Rakim Reid
    - Staffing & Operations Manager, 00383A: Pam Harris
      - Staffing & Operations Specialist, 00980A: Arlinda McGruder
      - Staffing & Ops. Asst., 00034A: Dinh Tran-Nguyen
      - HR Assistant, HR3295: Brenda Whitehurst
      - A/P Faculty Recruitment Specialist, 01064A: Brian Dunn
      - Assistant Dir. of Benefits, 00769A: Brenda Johnson
        - Senior Benefit Specialist, 00476A: Megan Alston
        - Benefit Specialist, 00857A: Anna Marcano
        - HR Analyst II, HR3296: Marcha Schriver